Descriptive document clustering aims at discovering clusters of semantically interrelated documents together with meaningful labels to summarise the content of each document cluster. In this work, we propose a novel descriptive clustering framework, referred to as CEDL. It relies on the formulation and generation of two types of heterogeneous objects, that correspond to documents and candidate phrases, using multi-level similarity information. CEDL is composed of five main processing stages. Firstly, it simultaneously maps the documents and candidate phrases into a common co-embedded space that preserves higher-order neighbour-based proximities between the combined sets of documents and phrases.
Descriptive Document Clustering via Discriminant Learning in a Co-embedded Space of

Multi-level Similarities Introduction
Descriptive clustering is an important task in information retrieval and text mining, and is defined as the "discovering of diverse groups of semantically related documents described with meaningful, comprehensible and compact text labels" (Weiss, 2006) . Such a task facilitates the management of the large and ever-growing collection of electronic documents. It is particularly useful in search results clustering for grouping fragments of documents retrieved by a search engine, in order to accommodate the explosive expansion of the information accessible in the internet (Bharambe & Kale, 2011) . Traditional document clustering only focuses on one objective, which is to find groups of similar documents without the need to generate descriptive labels for the pinpointed clusters. Differently, the primary goal of descriptive clustering is to extract accurate, comprehensible and succinct descriptive labels for summarising document cluster contents. In certain practical circumstances, the generation of good quality labels is considered even more important than the discovery of accurate document clusters. For example, in the development of a web-based search results clustering systems (Osiński & Weiss, 2005; Weiss, 2006; Stefanowski & Weiss, 2007; Koshman, Spink, & Jansen, 2006) , the priority is to help users to understand rapidly the content of a document collection through comprehensible cluster labels.
Relevant descriptive clustering techniques are summarised in various surveys on topic discovery (Jayabharathy, Kanmani, & Parveen, 2011) and search results clustering (Bharambe & Kale, 2011; Carpineto, Osiński, Romano, & Weiss, 2009) . These techniques are developed by utilising knowledge and methodologies on information retrieval and machine learning. Frequently used descriptive clustering approaches include phrase-based clustering, e.g., frequent term (FT) based clustering (Beil, Ester, & Xu, 2002; Y. Li, Chung, & Holt, 2008) and suffix tree clustering (STC) and its variations (Zamir, 1999; Janruang & Kreesuradej, 2006; Wang, Mo, Huang, Wen, & He, 2008) , various traditional clustering algorithms combined with the procedure of post-assigning cluster labels (Cutting, Karger, Pedersen, & Tukey, 1992; Lagus, Kaski, & Kohonen, 2004; Tseng, 2010) , as well as description-comes-first (DCF) clustering approaches, e.g., descriptive k-means (DKM) clustering (Weiss, 2006; Stefanowski & Weiss, 2007) and concept-driven clustering based on matrix factorisation (known as Lingo) (Osiński, Stefanowski, & Weiss, 2004) . Discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of these methods, as well as brief descriptions of several representative methods are provided in the subsequent section.
Descriptive clustering solves a mixture of the document grouping (finding document clusters) and summarisation (finding descriptive labels) problems. Although many methods have been developed, most DESCRIPTIVE DOCUMENT CLUSTERING 4 of them provide solutions that offer performance improvement to only one of the two problems, e.g., pursuing either higher-quality document clusters or more meaningful descriptive labels (further discussions are included in the subsequent section). However, both tasks of cluster discovery and cluster label generation are actually of equal importance and highly sought by many text mining tools and services, and it is thus important to study how to simultaneously improve each objective without unilaterally focusing on either one. We will show that this new aim can transform the standard homogeneous data analysis problem, e.g., grouping documents or ranking phrase labels respectively on their own, to a more challenging heterogeneous data analysis problem of jointly analysing documents and descriptive phrases by blending various connections between documents, between phrases, and between document and phrases.
To effectively solve the introduced heterogeneous problem, we propose a novel and powerful framework that constitutes the principal contribution in this work.
The proposed framework is a multi-stage one driven by three input similarity matrices: a between-document matrix, a between-phrase matrix, and a two-mode one between documents and phrases.
It discovers document clusters and induces cluster labels by using clustering, embedding and discriminant learning techniques. It is composed of the following five main processing components: (i) generation of co-embeddings, (ii) exploration of cluster structure, (iii) discovery of topic phrases, (iv) determination of cluster labels, and (v) verification of document clusters. Both the cluster discovery and label generation procedures are performed in a co-embedded space computed from a second-order neighbour-based similarity matrix. This matrix is designed to represent better the syntactic and semantic connections between and within the document sets and candidate phrase sets, and thus leads to more informative co-embeddings. The cluster labels are generated by following a gradual multi-stage search procedure that consults a discriminant model constructed using the documents associated with a set of initial cluster memberships as the training instances, and multiple scores to support ranking. Such a design aims at increasing the internal consistency of the document clusters and complying with the descriptive nature of the language. For evaluation, we use documents from three databases in different application fields to conduct comparative analysis between CEDL and two state-of-the-art descriptive clustering methods.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Relevant Techniques
Among existing descriptive clustering algorithms, STC is perhaps the earliest one that discovers and merges clusters based on phrase co-occurrences (Zamir, 1999) . Subsequently proposed FT-based clustering approaches (Beil et al., 2002; Y. Li et al., 2008) are designed to further improve STC, by directly manipulating frequently occurred terms with respect to their supporting documents. Both STC and DESCRIPTIVE DOCUMENT CLUSTERING FT-based approaches operate on sequences of words according to document counts and phrase/term frequencies. However, this may not well imply semantic connections between documents (Janruang & Guha, 2011) . Differently, traditional clustering algorithms and statistical topic models (Zeng, Cheung, & Liu, 2013) have better chance of producing good semantic clusters with the use of sophisticated linguistic features (Hatzivassiloglou, Gravano, & Maganti, 2001) or their corresponding embeddings for discovering latent semantic information (Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990; Lam, Tsang, & Wong, 2013) , as well as external information resources (Noel, Raghavan, & Chu, 2003; Theodosiou, Darzentas, Angelis, & Ouzounis, 2008; Chang & Chen, 2011) . These methods combined with strategies of post-assigning cluster labels constitute an important group of descriptive clustering approaches as described below.
Traditional Clustering with Post-assignment of Labels
This type of approaches typically start with characterising each target document with a set of numerical features, and proceed with grouping the documents into clusters within the feature space.
Finally, they generate a text label to summarise the content of each document cluster based on its input text.
To obtain the numerical feature representation for a set of documents, the vector space model (VSM) (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Dubin, 2004 ) is commonly used, and is often combined with a term weighting scheme for computing the feature value (Salton & Buckley, 1987; Lan, Tan, Su, & Lu, 2009 T , and X = [x ij ] denote the corresponding n × d feature matrix, known as the document-term matrix. A clustering algorithm groups the documents into flat or hierarchical clusters based on the matrix X, for instance, k-means clustering and its variations (Jain, 2010; Cutting et al., 1992; Hearst & Pedersen, 1996; P. Jiang, Zhang, Guo, Niu, & Gao, 2009) , matrix decomposition or factorisation based clustering (Drineas, Frieze, Kannan, Vempala, & Vinay, 1999; W. Xu, Liu, & Gong, information resources (Noel et al., 2003; Theodosiou et al., 2008; Chang & Chen, 2011) .
To summarise the content of an acquired document cluster with a description label, a candidate label pool is first constructed, which includes multiple potential descriptive labels. There are several ways for collecting such candidates. For example, they can be short lists of single words contained within the documents (Cutting et al., 1992; Lagus & Kaski, 1999; Lagus et al., 2004) , phrases directly extracted from the input text (Zamir, 1999; Weiss, 2006; Jones & Paynter, 2002) , key terms obtained from external resources, e.g., the electronic lexical database WordNet (Tseng, 2010), MeSH terms from PubMed (Theodosiou et al., 2008) and the free on-line encyclopedia Wikipedia (Syed, Finin, & Joshi, 2008; Carmel et al., 2009) , as well as phrases contained by a predefined ontology to guarantee comprehensibility (Weiss, 2006) . Subsequently, for each document cluster, a set of descriptive scores is computed for these candidates and the one possessing the highest score is selected as the corresponding cluster label. Usually, the scores can be formulated with phrase lengths, term and/or document frequencies. Different scoring schemes that can be used for such purpose are presented in (Lagus & Kaski, 1999; Treeratpituk & Callan, 2006; Geraci, Pellegrini, Maggini, & Sebastiani, 2006; Tseng, 2010) .
Although good semantic clusters of documents can be discovered due to the use of powerful features or (dis)similarity representations of documents, the generated cluster labels may not always be satisfactory (Weiss, 2006) . This is because most strategies of post-assigning cluster labels are solely based on occurrence frequencies of the candidate phrases, and thus, they can be semantically shallow. To improve this, strategies that focus more on generating comprehensible, concise and transparent cluster labels than document groupings are proposed, known as DCF with emphasis on cluster description. In the following, we briefly introduce the two commonly used DCF approaches of DKM and Lingo.
Descriptive k-Means Algorithm
The basic idea of DCF is to determine the cluster labels first, and then discover the document clusters based on the induced labels. DKM (Weiss, 2006; Stefanowski & Weiss, 2007) uses frequent phrases and noun phrases extracted from the input text of the targeted documents via suffix trees and a pre-trained statistical chunker as the candidate label pool.
To obtain the cluster labels, DKM first employs k-means clustering to group the targeted documents into a pre-defined number of clusters. The used features for characterising these documents are obtained by combining VSM and a term weighting scheme with each feature dimension corresponding to a uni-gram word. For each cluster centroid feature vector, its top b features that possess the highest feature values indicate the top b words that are the most relevant to the topic of that cluster. DKM determines each cluster label based on the corresponding top b relevant words. Specifically, DKM builds a simple VSM-based information retrieval system with the top words forming a weighted boolean query. A descriptive score measuring the relevance of each candidate label to the query is computed based on this retrieval system, where the users are allowed to adjust the score by penalising it with a desired length (number of words) for the label. For each cluster centroid, the candidate label possessing the highest descriptive score is selected as the descriptive label.
Other than adopting the clustering results of k-means as the final document clusters, DKM implements an extra document reallocation procedure to produce overlapping between document clusters.
For each cluster label, any document that includes the exact copy of this label, its possibly distorted version or any synonymous phrases, it is assigned as its member. Cluster labels that do not collect enough documents are removed.
Compared to the label post-assignment procedures combined with the traditional clustering approaches, the prior label generation procedure used by DKM is more sophisticated. It has higher chance of producing more meaningful cluster labels due to its two-stage label selection procedure from the top b words to the final label phrase, as well as the carefully designed descriptive score for ranking the candidate phrases. However, the later document reallocation may affect the quality of document clusters when it replaces the original cluster structure discovered by k-means clustering with ones obtained purely based on phrase occurrence rate. During this procedure, semantic connections between documents may be lost.
Concept-driven Clustering based on Matrix Factorisation
Lingo is another popular DCF approach known as concept-driven clustering based on matrix factorisation (Osiński et al., 2004; Osiński & Weiss, 2005; Weiss, 2006; Osiński, 2006 To discover latent semantic topics from the targeted documents, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X is computed. Letting U k denote the n × k left singular vector matrix, V k the d × k right singular vector matrix, and S k the k × k singular value matrix, the quantity . Then, the candidate that is the most similar to each semantic topic is selected as its descriptive label. Such a procedure discovers a total of k cluster labels corresponding to k potential document topics.
To discover document clusters based on the obtained cluster labels, Lingo computes an n × k
, where X l denotes the k × d feature matrix of the cluster labels in terms of uni-gram words. Each element m ij indicates the relevance between the ith document and the jth cluster label. The ith document is added to the jth cluster if m ij exceeds a snippet assignment threshold. Documents that are not assigned to any cluster constitute a new cluster of "others".
Lingo generates cluster labels via manipulating latent variables produced by SVD. Its performance heavily relies on the validity of the similarity assumption formulated by
, which unfortunately can be unreliable when processing lengthy documents, and can thus, lead to unsatisfactory cluster quality.
Overall, existing methods, e.g., STC and FT-based clustering, that partition documents by individually looking into their shared and/or frequent phrases and sequences of terms are not able to capture well the hidden semantic information in the text. By utilising more sophisticated clustering models and DCF models, improvement can be achieved in terms of either document clusters or descriptive labels, but not both. To further improve the development of descriptive clustering techniques, we design a novel descriptive clustering framework, aiming at simultaneously producing good quality of both document clusters and descriptive labels.
The Proposed Method
Descriptive clustering is a unique heterogeneous data analysis task, which requires to manipulate two sets of heterogeneous objects, a set of n documents
to be clustered and a set of m phrases
to be used as candidate labels, according to links between them. The considered link information, such as similarities between documents, or connections between phrases and document contents, dominates
the procedure of what document clusters to discover and which phrase labels to choose. For example, STC and FT-based approaches utilise frequent phrases occurring in documents as the link information to find descriptive labels and also partition documents. Some traditional approaches combined with post-assignment of labels utilise similar frequency-based link information to choose labels, but different types of between-document similarities as the link information to discover document clusters. While DKM and Lingo utilise frequency-based link information to partition documents, they rely on different types of post-computed link information between phrases and latent topics to find descriptive labels. Limited by not considering all links between objects or not quantifying these links in sophisticated ways, their clustering performance and label quality can be suboptimal.
Considering these issues, we aim at building a powerful framework that is able to effectively blend all possible links between documents, between phrases, and between document and phrases, so that appropriate document clusters and descriptive labels can be optimally discovered. Also, the constructed framework should be as generic as possible, so that it becomes capable of encoding link information quantified by different measures or computed by different means. To achieve this, we build a descriptive clustering framework through the use of clustering (C), embedding (E) and discriminant learning (DL) techniques, which we will refer to as CEDL. In the subsequent subsections, we first explain how to process the input documents to extract useful information for document clustering and label determination. We then detail the five processing stages of the proposed algorithm that include (1) generation of co-embeddings, (2) exploration of cluster structure, (3) discovery of topic phrases, (4) determination of cluster labels, and (5) 
Input Preparation
The CEDL framework handles two object sets of documents {D i } n i=1 and candidate phrases
. It operates on three input similarity matrices of S dd , S pp and S dp , where the n × n matrix S dd represents similarities between the n documents, the m × m matrix S pp represents connections between the m candidate phrases, and the n × m matrix S dp represents relevance values between the n documents and the m phrases. These matrices are capable of storing fundamental links between any two objects from the
. Furthermore, as shown in the following subsection, these matrices are generic enough to accommodate different measures or ways for quantifying or computing these links. Below, we first explain how to extract the candidate phrases and then describe how to compute the three matrices.
Candidate Phrase Extraction. The candidate phrases
can either be extracted from the input text of the n documents using established techniques for phrase extraction (Weiss, 2006; Zamir, 1999; Jones & Paynter, 2002) or collected from various external resources (Tseng, 2010; Theodosiou et al., 2008; Syed et al., 2008; Carmel et al., 2009; Weiss, 2006) . In this work, we follow the former way due to the data availability, and extract candidate phrases from the input documents using the term extractor Termine 1 .
Since it is more natural to use noun phrases as short descriptions to summarise the topic of a document cluster, Termine collects from the documents all the multi-word terms that are sequences of adjectives and nouns, contain at least two unigram words, and end with nouns. Adjectives and nouns are recognised using the GENIA part of speech tagger 2 (Tsuruoka et al., 2005) . A score of importance, referred to as C-value, is computed for each term according to its frequency, length and nestedness, given as (Frantzi, Ananiadou, & Mima, 2000 )
Here, f (·) denotes the frequency of a term appearing in the documents. For a given term P, the set T P includes P itself and all the longer terms that contain P. The notation | · | computes the number of words contained by an input term, or the number of terms contained by an input set. This score encourages the extraction of longer, more frequently appearing but less nested terms. The top m terms with the highest scores are used as the candidate phrases.
Similarity Matrix Construction. Based on the text content of the extracted candidate phrases and the target documents, a general procedure for obtaining S dd , S pp and S dp is proposed. Initially, three another n × m feature matrix X dp of documents, which converts each document to tf-idf values of the m candidate phrases.
To obtain X dp , we treat both the possibly distorted and synonymous versions of a candidate phrase the same as the exact copy of itself, in order to take into account better semantic connections between phrases and documents. Using these three tf-idf matrices X dw , X pw and X dp , we then compute the sought ones S dp , S dd and S pp as follows:
• The similarity matrix between documents and candidate phrases is computed as S dp = X dp max (X dp ) + cos(X dw , X pw ).
The function max(·) returns the maximum element of the input matrix. The function cos(·, ·) returns cosine similarities between two sets of instances represented by its two input matrices. Specifically, letting
A denote an n × d and B an m × d input matrix, the n × m output matrix cos(A, B) is computed by
The function diag(·) returns a diagonal matrix formulated with the diagonal vector of its input matrix, or the corresponding diagonal matrix if its input is a vector. The first term of Eq. (2) is a scaled version of X dp that is based on the normalised frequencies of candidate phrases appearing in documents to measure the relevance between them. The second term evaluates the similarity between a document and a candidate phrase through their word co-occurrences. The combined term attempts to capture deeper semantic connections between documents and candidate phrases than each individual term.
• The similarity matrix between documents is given by
In the above equation, we measure the cosine-based similarity between documents using the aggregate
dp ]. This matrix captures the semantic closeness between documents, based on word and (synonymous) phrase co-occurrences.
• The similarity matrix between candidate phrases is given by
where the ijth element of the binary m × n matrix F pd is 1 when the ith phrase and its distorted or synonymous versions appear in the jth document, and 0 otherwise. The first term of Eq. (4) computes similarities between candidate phrases, based on their word co-occurrences, while the second term assumes that similarity between two candidate phrases is indirectly related to the number of documents that contain their copies or synonymous versions. A combination of these two terms attempts to capture deeper semantic connections between phrases than each term individually.
Instead of the above procedure, there can be alternative ways for creating these matrices. The users of CEDL can experiment and define different similarity matrices using, for instance, advanced natural language processing and text mining tools, or by taking advantage of expert knowledge and external resources available in their domains. For example, it is possible to compute S dd by employing linguistically motivated text features instead of simple bag-of-word features (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001) , or by judging whether two documents are related through citations or hyperlinks (Noel et al., 2003) , or by using "related articles" information returned by PubMed (Theodosiou et al., 2008) . It is also possible to construct S dd , S pp and S dp by considering semantic similarities between the words contained by the documents and phrases, computed based on the distributional representation of words learned by, for example, a deep network (Bengio, Ducharme, Vincent, & Jauvin, 2003; Bengio, Courville, & Vincent, 2013 ). As will be seen later, we attempt to generalise the design of CEDL so that it can be compatible with any types of input similarity information S dp , S dd and S pp suitable to a particular domain or corpus.
Algorithm Description
The working routines of many existing descriptive clustering algorithms, especially those combining a traditional clustering method with post-assignment of cluster labels, e.g., Matsumoto and Hung (2010); Theodosiou et al. (2008) , are actually equivalent to first clustering the documents based on S dd , and then choosing as cluster label the phrase that possesses the highest averaged similarity to a cluster of documents based on S dp , where S dd and S dp are defined differently according to the algorithm. Such operation takes into account S dd only in cluster discovery and S dp only in label induction. It not only ignores the possible impact of S dp and S pp in cluster discovery, and the impact of S dd and S pp in label induction, but it also completely neglects interactions and latent connections between all three similarity matrices, which could potentially offer significant semantic information gain and thus improve the quality of document clusters and their labels. Considering these issues, we design CEDL so that it is capable of utilising better both the direct connections contained within S dp , S dd and S pp and the latent connections implied across all three matrices. In the following subsections, we explain in detail the proposed algorithm in terms of its five main processing components.
Stage 1: Generation of Co-embeddings. Differently from standard clustering tasks, descriptive clustering requires to manipulate two sets of heterogeneous objects according to links between them. Usually, instead of trying to reason from these links directly, it is more convenient to learn a common space to embed both types of objects where the link information can be preserved (Globerson, Chechik, Pereira, & Tishby, 2007; Mu & Goulermas, 2013) . This is because such a common space can be viewed as an alternative representation to the similarity-based one that stores the link information. It also enables to treat heterogeneous objects as homogeneous ones, which broadens the range of techniques that can be used to analyse them, and also offers opportunities for more thorough analyses. Specifically, in the first stage of CEDL, a compact, lower dimensional, common description space is sought to embed simultaneously the documents and candidate phrases by preserving the similarities as captured by S dd , S pp and S dp . In order to effectively blend the link information stored in S dp , S dd and S pp so that not only the direct connections contained within them, but the latent connections implied across them are also considered, an enhancing procedure is conducted on these three matrices to output a composite version of S dp , S dd and S pp highlighting the latent connections from which embeddings are computed, instead of relying on their original versions.
The composite version of S dp , S dd is denoted as an (n + m) × (n + m) similarity matrix S = [s ij ]. It treats equally the documents and phrases as homogeneous objects, from which embeddings are computed.
A convenient way of formulating this overall similarity matrix is to combine the three partial similarity matrices S dd , S pp and S dp as
T dp
where the three parameters w 1 , w 2 , w 3 > 0 are used to adjust the weight of each partial similarity matrix.
When elements of the three matrices of S dp , S dd and S pp are within a relatively similar range, a convenient setting of w 1 = w 2 = w 3 = 1 can be used without enhancing or weakening the contribution of any of the three constituent matrices.
In order to reduce noise and sharpen the potential structure of S 0 , we apply a nearest neighbour search to S 0 . This procedure removes unimportant information corresponding to distant object pairs in S 0 , because the proximity information structure is better controlled by the local geometry of the data patterns.
Specifically, we define a binary neighbourhood indication matrix N(S 0 , h 1 ) = [δ ij ] by applying an h 1 -nearest neighbour search to the similarity matrix S 0 . By letting o i denote the ith from the (n + m) totally available objects, each ijth element of N(S 0 , h 1 ) is given by
where N (o, S 0 , h 1 ) denotes the set of the h 1 -nearest neighbouring objects of o searched using the similarity values in S 0 . The disjunction ∨ defines nonzero indicators only for instances that are undirected neighbours of each other. Alternatively, the conjunction operation can be used to define nonzero indicators for mutual neighbouring objects. The sharpened proximity matrix is then given as S 0 • N(S 0 , h 1 ), where • denotes the Hadamard product of matrices.
Subsequently, in order to infer higher order (transitive) relationships that lie latent within the current proximity structure of S 0 • N(S 0 , h 1 ), we further construct the following second-order similarity matrix using the cosine function
The rationale behind the latter enhancement, is that it has been demonstrated that second-order similarities can capture latent dataset information better than first-order similarities (Chen, 2002; Cribbin, 2011; Kovács, 2010) . In the end, we apply again the nearest neighbour search to further sharpen the second-order proximity structure indicated by S 1 , leading to the final composite matrix of
where N(S 1 , h 2 ) is defined for S 1 similarly to Eq. (6) for S 0 , using the undirected neighbours search and a different number h 2 of nearest neighbours.
In the final step of this stage, we use the composite (n + m) × (n + m) similarity matrix S of Eq. (8) to generate the l-dimensional embeddings. Various techniques can be used to achieve this, for example, multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) (Torgerson, 1952) and Laplacian eigenmaps (Belkin & Niyogi, 2003) .
Here, we apply the classical MDS framework to perform the task because it involves the least computational operation as compared to others. Let Z = [z ij ] denote the (n + m) × l embedding matrix for both the n documents and m candidate phrases, Z d the n × l embedding matrix for documents only, and Z p the m × l embedding matrix for candidate phrases only, with the three embedding matrices inter-related
Then, Z can be computed from S by minimising the following reconstruction error based on the Frobenius norm min
The optimisation problem in Eq. (9) drives the inner products between the embeddings (rows of Z) closer to the entries of S, so that the sharpened high-order proximity structure represented by S is preserved in the inner product space of the embeddings.
Based on the Eckart-Young theorem for low-rank matrix approximation (Eckart & Young, 1936) , the optimal solution of Eq. (9) can be readily obtained by
where Σ l and P l are the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices of S corresponding to the largest l eigenvalues. The computed embedding matrix preserves not only the original proximity information, but also the higher-order relationships implied by the three input similarity matrices. Additionally, the feature-based representations of Z d and Z p are more flexible and compact, and more amenable to manipulation than S dd , S pp and S dp . Since the obtained common embedding space simultaneously encompases heterogeneous document objects (rows of Z d ) and candidate phrase objects (rows of Z p ), we will refer to these embeddings as the co-embeddings of documents and phrases, and the corresponding l-dimensional space as the co-embedded space. In order to reduce the information loss to the minimum, we set the co-embedding dimensionality to l = rank[S].
Stage 2: Exploration of Cluster Structure. The computed embedding matrix Z encodes enhanced link information derived from the three similarity matrices of S dd , S pp and S dp . In later stages, we work directly on these computed embeddings, treating documents and phrases as homogeneous objects.
To group the documents, a standard clustering algorithm can naturally be applied with document embeddings Z d used as the input features. In the current stage, we only allow single cluster membership so that one document can only belong to one cluster, in order to maintain good cluster separability.
Here, we choose the k-means algorithm because of its simplicity and effectiveness. Other algorithms (R. Xu, 2005) can also be used, e.g., mean shift clustering (Cheng, 1995) , fuzzy clustering (Baraldi & Blonda, 1999a , 1999b , Gaussian mixture clustering (Ouyang, Welsh, & Georgopoulos, 2004) , or spectral clustering (Luxburg, 2007) . In this stage, an n × k binary cluster membership matrix Y = [y ij ] is finally acquired, where y ij = 1 indicates that the ith document belongs to the jth cluster, whereas y ij = −1 that it does not. The parameter k denotes the number of clusters and it can be controlled by the user. We assume that each document cluster suggests one potential topic of the studied documents.
Stage 3: Discovery of Topic Phrases. After determining the basic cluster structure in Stage 2, we work on cluster label generation. Instead of choosing directly a single phrase from the whole candidate pool that best describes the cluster topic in one go, it is more reasonable to conduct the search by gradually narrowing down the search range. Thus, the third stage of CEDL seeks a group of phrases from the total set {P i } m i=1 so that they are more relevant to the document cluster topics, and possess higher chance to be chosen as the final descriptive labels. For each document cluster, we define this subgroup of phrases as its topic phrases. The most intuitive way to determine the topic phrases is perhaps to conduct a clustering procedure on both documents and phrases in the co-embedded space, other than documents only as in the current setup of Stage 2. Then, within each obtained cluster, its member documents constitute the desired document cluster, while its member phrases constitutes the corresponding set of topic phrases.
However, this co-clustering procedure creates two problems. First, the incorporation of candidate phrases into the clustering procedure could introduce noise and dependencies to the overall structure recovery of both types of objects, thus affecting the cluster separability within each type. Second, such a procedure provides the same type of membership for both types of objects. For example, it does not allow one set of objects to appear in multiple clusters and the other set in single ones. Considering the fact that one phrase can often be related to multiple topics and the current setup that one document can only belong to one cluster to produce good cluster separability, co-clustering of documents and phrases is not an appropriate choice. Therefore, in order to maintain good quality of document clusters and enable multi-memberships for phrases, we propose to process documents and phrases separately. First, documents are clustered on their own as in Stage 2. Then, a multi-class multi-label classification procedure is employed to ensure multi-membership for phrases, which is trained in the co-embedded space in order to predict whether a candidate phrase belongs to a targeted document cluster. If we define our prediction model to correspond to some mapping F :
from the feature space of phrase co-embeddings to the binary indication space of document clusters, then the training procedure of the classifier can be given by the optimisation
where L : F × R n×l × {−1, +1} n×k → R is the objective function underlying the classification, designed to compare possible prediction models. Then, the final output in matrix form is given by
To enable multi-class multi-label classification, one binary classifier is trained for each document cluster. We employ a set of k linear discriminant functions f i (z) = sgn w
, one for each of 
and biases b i
The class-based similarity matrix used above is defined as
and is based on the n × 2 binary matrix Y i = 1 2 [1 + y i , 1 − y i ] with y i denoting the ith column of the main document-cluster membership matrix Y. The notation 1 m×n denotes the m × n matrix with all elements equal to 1. The individually computed weight vectors w i can then compose an l × k weight matrix W, with each w i being its ith column, while the biases can compose a k-dimensional column vector
T . In this way, the finally estimated m × k candidate phrase membership matrix Y p is calculated as
where the sign function is applied element-wise. (Haykin, c 1999) . However, we recommend here the use of a simple and efficient
classifier that does not require extra effort for determining complex model parameters. Using more powerful classification boundaries, in addition to being redundant for this task, could overfit the topic phrase recovery and produce false or extraneous cluster memberships.
Stage 4: Determination of Cluster Descriptions. The stages so far accomplish the summarisation of each document cluster with a set of topic phrases that provide a compact description of the contents of each cluster. In this stage, we attempt to extract the final cluster labels from these topic phrases. To assure the quality of the chosen cluster labels, we keep following the strategy of gradually narrowing down the search range of phrases that can be potentially utilised. Also, for further quality assurance, we evaluate the candidate phrases based on multiple measures assessing different properties.
Before further explanation, we first extend the definition of some previous quantities to cover cluster membership and make the exposition clearer. Specifically, we use P 
Each jth element of the above vector evaluates the overall closeness between the jth topic phrase (jth row of Z (i) p ) and all of the n i member documents (rows of Z (i) d ) of the cluster the phrase appears in. This closeness is simply estimated as the sum of the elements of the jth row of the m i × n i similarity matrix
The crucial advantage of this score is that, because it is computed through the second-order neighbour-based similarities in the co-embedded space (as described in Stage 1), it takes into account the combined semantic and syntactic connections between documents and phrases.
Although the above score can be used directly for our final purpose, in order to increase its robustness we combine it with a secondary score vector, defined for each ith document cluster as score
This score is taken to be the ith column of Y 2 gives the signed degree of confidence that the jth topic phrase of the ith cluster is assigned to that cluster. The benefit of this score is that it reveals the latent connections between candidate phrases and document clusters, as it uses the core information extrapolated in the discriminant learning stage to perform the phrase to cluster allocation. This information is effectively used here again to amplify or attenuate the values of score
The two scores can then be scaled within the range [0, 1] and combined to a single vector defined for each ith cluster as
The user-defined parameter a ≥ 0 modifies the effect of the weight score
2 . This score has the potential to include phrases that are semantically connected to the topic in a latent way, but may also introduce more noisy phrases compared to score
1 . Therefore, we use the parameter a to control the degree that score
influences the phrase selection procedure. When a = 0, score
2 is not considered and only the primary score
1 is in effect. In the present work, both scores are considered equally important by setting a = 1.
The ranking procedure based on score (i) , selects the m * i ≤ m i top phrases possessing the highest scores from the total of m i topic phrases in each ith cluster. We extract the cluster labels only from these top m * i phrases. A typical pattern in human languages is that phrases that are used to describe the same topic share certain common words. Therefore, we extract a set of common words from the top m * i phrases, which are defined as uni-gram words that appear in at least two of those m * i phrases. Only topic phrases that contain more than two such common words are allowed to be used as cluster labels; these are referred to as the final candidates. Finally, we rank these final candidates based on their corresponding score Then, an even smaller set of final candidates was obtained using common words, and finally, a single cluster label was selected (see the example in Figure 2 ). This gradual multi-stage process of narrowing down the residual phrase search range contributes to the stability of the algorithm and the reduction of the negative effects from noisy candidates, and hence, enables us to obtain more meaningful and more accurate cluster descriptions. First, we combine document clusters that possess identical, similar or synonymous cluster labels.
Subsequently, we modify the content of each document cluster by adding relevant documents from other clusters. Using our co-embedding formulation, this is straightforward to achieve as follows. Letting z
denote the l-dimensional row co-embedding vector of the cluster label of the ith cluster, we compute the following relevance threshold
This is the maximum value of the similarity between the cluster label and all the n i documents in that cluster and reflects the lowest bound for inter-cluster document membership. If z (j) d denotes the co-embedding of some document from any other cluster of index j = i, we consider that document relevant to the ith cluster if and only if cos(z
. In such case, we assign it to also belong to the ith cluster (in addition to its original jth cluster allocation).
Another step in this stage is to remove clusters that do not contain enough documents (e.g., less than three) as those can be considered trivial. The final polishing step here needed to improve the internal consistency of each document cluster, is to reallocate those documents that are within the bottom 10% of the least relevant documents to their corresponding cluster label. As before, this is done using the relevance values evaluated with the cosine similarities between documents and cluster label co-embeddings, so that those dubious documents are re-allocated to other more relevant clusters with higher similarity.
In summary, this stage includes the three operations of firstly, merging highly related clusters, secondly, allowing multi-membership for highly related inter-cluster documents, and finally, reallocating the least related documents from each cluster. Differently from DKM that completely abandons the original cluster structure obtained by k-means, the proposed trimming procedure relies on the cluster structure obtained in Stage 2, while allowing modifications to outlier and ambiguous documents. This is because such structure is derived from a carefully designed composite similarity matrix, which stores more advanced link information than those frequency-based links as used by DKM. The composite similarities are also used to drive the trimming procedure by computing the cosine score in the co-embedded space.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Databases
In order to assess the performance of the proposed descriptive clustering algorithm CEDL, we use documents from three different databases. These include a large clinical trial collection provided by the The documents in the Reuters collection are originally annotated with zero or more from a set of 135 topic tags, amongst which the ten largest topics are "earn", "acq", "crude", "trade", "money-fx", "interest", "ship", "sugar", "money-supply" and "coffee". The documents in the EEP collection were manually assigned zero or more topic tags from a topic hierarchy created by the EPPI-Centre, where the most popular topic is "management, governance and finance". From the CT collection, we retrieved nine sets of documents based on nine different queries, including "asthma", "breast cancer", "lung cancer", "prostate cancer", "cardiovascular", "HIV", "leukemia", "depression" and "schizophrenia". These queries are used as the topic tags for the retrieved documents. Finally, all the documents contained two types of information, that is input text and topic tags.
Experimental Setup
One reliable and convenient way for assessing the cluster quality is to compare the clustering results against a set of predefined classes that are also known as the ground truth partitioning of the documents.
In our case, the original topic tags of the documents can be used as the reference set of this ground truth.
To allow for an informative and quantitative analysis, specific numerical measures can be used. Here, we use f-measure, cluster purity, entropy and cluster contamination to evaluate the difference between the obtained clusters and the ground truth topics (Weiss, 2006) .
denote g sets of documents each corresponding to a document cluster obtained by the algorithm, while {A i } h i=1 denote h sets of documents each corresponding to a ground truth topic, the f-measure is computed by
where | · | denote the number of documents in the input set, and the precision and recall are defined as
The parameter β is used to control the weights of precision and recall, set according to the need of the given application, e.g., an F 0.05 score gives more emphasis on precision over recall, and an F 1 score puts equal weight on them leading to the traditional f-score. The purity of the jth cluster is defined by
The overall purity is computed as the average of P j , given as P = 1 g g j=1 P j . The entropy is defined as
It can be seen from Eqs. (18), (20) and (21) that these three measures are linked to each other in that they all rely on precisions between the computed clusters and their dominating ground truth topics, which encourages documents from the same ground truth topic to be grouped into the same cluster. Additionally, the f-measure also relies on the quantity of recall, which prevents a complete ground truth topic from being split to different clusters. The contamination measure is defined in a slightly different way, which computes a degree of closeness from the computed clusters to the worst grouping situation, given for the jth cluster as follows
where the quantity h ij is defined as
where · denotes the largest integer less than or equal to the input number. According to their definitions, all these four measures range from 0 to 1. Higher values of f-measure and cluster purity, and lower values of entropy and cluster contamination indicate better cluster quality.
For evaluation purpose we created six document subsets from the three databases, which are referred as CT1, CT2, Reuters1, Reuters2, Reuters3 and EEP1, respectively. The ground-truth topics contained within each document subset and the number of documents included for each topic are listed in Table 2 .
We include topics containing almost equal numbers of documents (e.g., CT1 and EEP), as well as topics containing quite different numbers of documents (e.g., CT2). To analyse and verify the class discriminability between the ground truth topics, we formulated a separate classification-based evaluation Table 2 . Ideally, document sets with higher classification accuracies contain more distinguishable document topics, e.g., CT1 has more distinct topics compared to EEP1.
We compare the proposed CEDL with two other state-of-the-art descriptive clustering methods of DKM and Lingo. To achieve an objective comparison under the same environment, we let the three methods extract cluster labels from the same pool of candidate phrases. In order to keep balanced sizes between the three similarity matrices S dd , S pp and S dp and avoid unexpected bias, we maintain equal document and candidate phrase sizes by including only the top m = n terms extracted by Termine as the candidates. To set the two parameters h 1 and h 2 of CEDL for nearest neighbour search, we test neighbour numbers ranging from 5% to 90% of the total object number n + m with a 10% step size. Experiments showed that as the neighbour number increases, the clustering performance first gets better, and then stabilises without obvious performance change after 15%. To maintain a good sparsity of the composite matrix, the 15% level was used by CEDL so that h 1 = h 2 = 15% × (n + m) , where · denotes the floor function. To set the snippet assignment threshold parameter for Lingo, we test the recommended range of [0.15, 0.3] obtained through empirical verifications by Osiński and Weiss (2005) , and observe that the clustering performance does not vary obviously within this range, and around the middle point of the range 0.2 was used as the threshold. According to the design, the number of document clusters is directly controlled by the integer number k of k-means clustering for CEDL and DKM, and via the number of remaining singular vectors k for Lingo. We set k as the same value for the three methods so that they can produce similar numbers of document clusters; however, due to the cluster post-processing all methods perform the final number of clusters may be less than k. All experiments reported here were conducted using MATLAB R2011a, running on a 3.4 GHz Intel i7 CPU with 8 GB memory machine, under Mac OS X 10.7.4.
Results and Analysis
Experiment 1. We first examine whether and how well the three competing methods CEDL, DKM and Lingo can discover the ground truth topics as listed in Table 2 . To achieve this, we initially set the cluster parameter k of the three methods equal to the total number of topics contained in each document subset, which is 5 for CT1, 8 for CT2, 3 for Reuters1, 6 for Reuters2, 10 for Reuters3 and 2 for EEP1. Table 3 compares the clustering performance with the aforementioned four quality measures of f-measure (F 1 score), cluster purity, entropy and cluster contamination.
From Table 3 , it can be seen that CEDL provides the best performance for all the document sets yielding the highest cluster purity and f-measure scores, as well as the lowest cluster contamination and entropy values. For many datasets, CEDL performs significantly better than DKM. DKM performs comparable to CEDL for only the CT1 dataset, which is easier to be clustered than the other sets, as it contains more distinguishable document topics indicated by its higher LFDA/LSVM classification accuracies as shown in Table 2 . As for Lingo, it exhibits worse clustering performance than both CEDL and DKM for all the document sets in terms of the four employed measures. Considering the fact that Lingo is designed for clustering short documents, the lengths of the CT and Reuters documents may exceed its processing capability. We did not apply Lingo to EEP1 (see N/A in Table 3 ), because the EEP1 documents are much longer than the CT and Reuters ones and lead to worse performance and very long processing times.
We can investigate the better clustering performance of CEDL over DKM and Lingo, as follows. As explained in previous sections, DKM discovers an initial structure of document clusters using k-means clustering, but only utilises this discovered structure for label generation and re-assigns new member documents for each cluster based solely on the occurrences of the generated label (including its distorted or synonymous versions) in the documents. As for Lingo, it first generates cluster labels according to a set of assumed similarities between candidate phrases and latent topics computed based on matrix factorisation.
Then, it discovers member documents for each cluster label using a similar procedure to the one of DKM by examining common words shared between the label phrases and documents. The motivation behind such determination procedure of the cluster member documents used by DKM and Lingo is the expectation for the user to be able to tell which elements of this description label can be found in the corresponding cluster's documents (Weiss, 2006) . Although this creates a clear and evident relationship between a cluster label and its member documents which is beneficial, in reality the connections between documents and cluster topics are not necessarily based only on the occurrences of a certain phrase or the number of common words shared between a phrase and a document. Such operation has high chances of ignoring latent semantic connections between documents and topics, and can thus produce inaccurate document clusters. Apart from this, the validity of the similarity assumption used by Lingo may not be reliable for long documents. Consequently, its generated cluster labels may represent an inappropriate cluster structure from the beginning, which thus may lead to even worse clustering performance. This is partly evidenced by its poorer performance than DKM in Table 3 . Differently, CEDL does not follow such label-driven determination procedure of cluster member documents. It first constructs an initial cluster structure and then refines such structure other than abandoning it. To obtain good initial cluster structure, CEDL carefully designs a composite similarity matrix based on second-order local neighbourhood links so that it not only captures the latent semantic information of the document contents better, but also provides sharper proximity structure with reduced noise. This offers the k-means clustering algorithm higher quality of input information. Because of these reasons, the document clusters generated by CEDL are more accurate than the ones obtained by DKM and Lingo, as presented in Table 3 .
As mentioned above, an important component in the design of CEDL is the composite similarity matrix S used by CEDL for co-embedding generation. This directly affects the quality of the generated document clusters and their descriptive labels. Here, we demonstrate its effectiveness by visualising this proposed matrix S based on second-order neighbour-based similarities in Figures 3(a) , 3(b) and 3(c) using the CT1, Reuters2 and EEP1 document sets, respectively. We compare it directly with the first-order matrix S 0 in Eq. (5), which is a simple combination of the three input similarity matrices of S dd , S pp and S dp without any processing, in Figures 3(d) , 3(e) and 3(f) for the corresponding document sets. It is apparent that the proposed similarity matrix can reveal much more distinct block patterns than S 0 , indicating clearer and more informative topic structures. Thus, the embeddings generated from S are more promising and effective and, as our experimentations confirmed, can subsequently lead to much higher document cluster quality.
Experiment 2. In this experiment, we increase the value of k to observe how well the three methods can discover more and finer topics from the input documents. First, we initially set the cluster parameter k of the three methods as 18 for CT1, 15 for Reuters2, and 12 for EEP1, which are much higher than the numbers of ground truth topics of these three document sets that are 5, 6 and 2, respectively. The that, no matter how the parameter k for controlling the cluster number changes, CEDL consistently generates document clusters possessing the highest f-measure and least contamination. As discussed in previous sections, the superior clustering performance of CEDL is obtained through its multi-stage design that first constructs an accurate initial cluster structure and then enhances it further.
Judging from the descriptive labels as shown in Figures 4 to 6, CEDL discovers more reasonable subtopics than DKM and Lingo. For instance, for the CT1 document set, CEDL groups those documents related to the "cardiovascular" topic to the three subtopics of "coronary artery disease", "blood pressure measurement" and "health care use", whereas DKM finds only two main subtopics of "cardiovascular disease risk" and "cardiovascular risk marker" that are very similar to each other. As for Lingo, the first five bars in Figure 4 (c) all contain quite a lot of documents from the "cardiovascular" topic, but their descriptive labels indicate subtopics spanning other topic tags as well, e.g., "lung cancer patient" and "breast cancer risk". For the Reuters2 document set, examining the descriptive labels generated for documents from the "money-fx" topic, it shows that CEDL discovers three main subtopics of "currency exchange rate", "mln stg late assistance" and "new zealand banking group" from them. DKM discovers the two main subtopics of "common currency exchange rate" and "mln stg bank", and Lingo discovers only one main subtopic of "currency exchange rate". For the EEP1 document set, both CEDL and DKM discover six subtopics for articles related to "work based learning" and six subtopics for those on "primary education". However, the two subtopics of "primary school child" and "primary school pupil" found by DKM seem too similar to each other. Finally, we also observe that, although the three methods result in quite different clusters and descriptive labels, there exist commonalities between the subtopics discovered by them. For example, from CT1 documents related to "lung cancer", CEDL, DKM and Lingo all discover subtopics related to "nonsmall cell lung cancer". Both CEDL and DKM discover subtopics related to "small cell lung cancer". One common subtopic related to "currency exchange rate" is found by all three methods from the Reuters2 documents.
We can analyse why CEDL is able to discover more reasonable subtopics than DKM and Lingo, as follows. Both CEDL and DKM share the same strategy of generating topic descriptions based on an initial cluster structure produced by k-means clustering. However, one main difference is the similarity information that drives the k-means algorithm. Specifically, DKM clusters the documents employing simple cosine similarities between documents based on word occurrences, while CEDL works on a more sophisticated composite similarity matrix representing a sharper and noise reduced proximity structure between documents. Thus, CEDL has higher chances of producing a better initial cluster structure than DKM. Another difference is the label generation procedure given the derived initial cluster structure.
Specifically, DKM directly finds the best matched label phrase according to one single query score, while CEDL follows a more sophisticated procedure by gradually narrowing down the search range of the best label, e.g., from the whole candidate pool to a small set of topic phrases, then to a smaller set of final candidates, and finally to the single selected label, based on multiple assessment scores characterising different properties of the phrases. Compared to CEDL and DKM, Lingo works upon a very different routine. As explained in previous sections, it generates cluster labels by assuming an SVD based similarity score between phrases and latent topics, which may become unreliable for long documents, thus leading to the least reasonable topic descriptions among the three methods.
In Table 4 , we display 15 subtopics discovered by CEDL and DKM, from 600 EEP documents that are related to "management, governance and finance", and in Tables 5 and 6 we display 6 subtopics discovered by CEDL, DKM and Lingo from the top 200 CT documents retrieved from each of the nine queries. It can be observed from Tables 5 and 6 that the sizes of the clusters generated by CEDL are more uniformly distributed than those generated by DKM and Lingo. For example, CEDL groups the 200 clinical trials, retrieved via the "HIV" query, to six clusters with their sizes varying between 19 to 54.
However, for the same set of clinical trials, the largest cluster obtained by DKM includes as many as 144 documents, whereas the smallest cluster merely 6 documents. Lingo creates even more dramatic discrepancies between cluster sizes, e.g., from 3 to 200. Usually, more uniform distribution of cluster sizes is preferred by the users. It is not very typical for the user to accept very large subtopics including almost all the targeted documents, while at the same time be comfortable with very small subtopics of very few documents. We also asked domain experts from the EPPI-Centre for their degree of satisfaction on the subtopics obtained for the EEP documents, and physicians to examine whether the subtopics obtained for the CT documents are reasonable. Based on their subjective and qualitative feedback, the subtopics discovered by CEDL were deemed more sensible than DKM and Lingo.
Other Tests. CEDL is a sophisticated text analysis framework, including multiple processing stages such as co-embedding, clustering, classification and ranking. In addition to the clustering and ranking operations that constitute the main processing procedures of DKM, CEDL also requires the neighbour search and matrix decomposition operations for computing co-embeddings, and the classification operation for determining topic phrases. Computational cost of these additional operations are dominated by the number of documents. It is worth to mention that, although CEDL requires additional effort on computing co-embeddings, it can effectively save computational cost in the later clustering stage. This is because CEDL improves the quality of its similarity computation between documents, especially when processing documents containing hidden cohort structure that cannot be directly captured by simple similarity measures based on word co-occurrences, e.g., the cosine similarity measure used by DKM. Such an improvement can lead to faster convergence in the clustering stage. As for Lingo, it involves two main operations of matrix decomposition by SVD and ranking, of which the cost is dominated by both document number and the total number of uni-gram words (d) used to characterise the documents; the longer the documents are, the higher the value of d.
To investigate how running time of these three methods changes with increasing input data sizes, e.g., increasing number and length of documents, we conduct two sets of tests using the Reuters document set with medium length documents and the EEP set containing very lengthy documents. In Figure 7 (a), the running time variations of the three methods are compared using from 150 to over 6000 Reuters documents, of which the total number of words used to characterise the documents increases from around 4 to 46 thousands. It can be seen from the figure that the computational costs of the three methods are comparable when processing comparatively small number of documents. As the input document number increases, the computational cost of Lingo increases much more rapidly than CEDL and DKM. For CEDL, it takes around seven minutes to process over 6000 documents containing over 46 thousands of words, which is within the scalable range. In Figure 7 (b), comparisons are conducted using 331 EEP documents characterised by increasing number of words from 8 to 218 thousands. A similar observation is made that the computational cost of Lingo increases much steeper than CEDL and DKM. Also, CEDL is around nine times faster than DKM. As previously explained, this is because CEDL improves the computation of between-document similarities that drive the k-means clustering, so that they better highlight the cohort structure hidden in the EEP documents, thus leading to much less iterations for the clustering algorithm to converge, and consequently, less running time than DKM. The advantage of CEDL being less sensitive to document length makes it suitable for analysing lengthy document containing complex information, as opposed to Lingo that is developed for processing short text snippets.
Finally, we provide an example of how CEDL can be extended to create hierarchical cluster structures. Sometimes, in a document browsing service this is more practical than using flat clusters. To achieve hierarchical clustering, the input preparation and co-embedding generation stage of CEDL remain the same, while in the cluster exploration stage, the k-means clustering is simply replaced by a hierarchical clustering algorithm, e.g., hierarchical k-means (Arai & Ridho, 2007) as used in our experiment. The obtained hierarchical cluster structure is then a dendrogram. For each of those node clusters having the root as its parent, the whole candidate phrase pool is used as its candidate phrases, while for the remaining node clusters (excluding the root one) all the topic phrases determined for their parent node are used as the candidate phrases, but excluding the chosen phrase as the descriptive label for the parent node. Then, we follow exactly the same procedures as in Stages 3 to 5 to determine the descriptive label for each node cluster. The extended CEDL is applied to group clinical trial documents retrieved based on the four queries of "asthma", "prostate cancer", "breast cancer" and "cardiovascular". The obtained hierarchical document clusters are illustrated in Figure 8 . Four clusters of "mild persistent ashma", "permanent prostate cancer", "breast cancer treatment" and "cardiovascular disease" are discovered, which match the four ground truth topics. Under these clusters, sub-clusters are discovered representing relevant sub-topics, which are shown in different colours of tree structures in Figure 8 . We compute the average cluster purity and f-measure for the obtained clusters, which are both over 0.96.
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel descriptive clustering framework CEDL for grouping semantically interrelated documents and summarising the content of the obtained document clusters with compact and comprehensive labels. Different from many existing methods, the proposed CEDL treats descriptive clustering as a heterogeneous data analysis problem, jointly analysing documents and phrases by effectively combining connections within and between the two object sets. Such strategy effectively improves the quality of document clusters and cluster labels simultaneously. Technical contributions of this work are summarised as follows.
First, a unique pre-processing scheme for constructing the three input similarity matrices S dd , S pp and S dp has been proposed. Its ability to take into account both semantic and syntactic connections between and within the targeted documents and candidate phrases is very advantageous to the quality of the resulting document clusters and their labels. The link information contained explicitly and implicitly in these matrices dominates the later clustering and label generation procedures. In addition to constructing them based on VSM and tf-idf weighting (X dw , X pw and X dp ), the framework is made adequately generic to accommodate S dd , S pp and S dp constructed through alternative ways and information resources. This offers the users the opportunity to experiment and define their own similarity data structures that could suit better a particular domain or corpus.
Second, a very effective descriptive clustering algorithm has been introduced through CEDL to boost the grouping and summarisation performance. The three similarity matrices are effectively blended so that not only the direct links within, but also the latent interactions across them are taken into account.
The algorithm advances by deriving a co-embedded space from the blended similarities stored in matrix S.
Specifically, by preserving the composite neighbour-based second-order similarity information in S, this critical component commonly maps both documents and candidate phrases into a co-embedded space (Stage 1). The resulting co-embeddings are used as an alternative representation of the documents and phrases, which serves as a convenient platform for simultaneously manipulating heterogeneous objects, and meanwhile establishing connections between the clustering and label generation procedures to achieve a more reliable output. Then, each document is assigned into a single cluster by conducting simple k-means clustering in the co-embedded space (Stage 2), which smoothens out the approximate document cluster information. Subsequently, a gradual multi-stage process of narrowing down the residual phrase search range of the optimal descriptive labels is performed to assure the quality of descriptive labels. It first generates topic phrases through a multi-class multi-label classification procedure to facilitate the multi-topic nature of phrases, reduce noise interference between object types, and form more robust relationships between documents and topic phrases (Stage 3). It then discovers a small set of top phrases from the selected topic phrases according to a ranking procedure based on multiple assessing measures, and finally selects the descriptive label from the top phrases by combining the assessing measures with examination of the common words (Stage 4). This gradual search process contributes to the robustness and stability of the algorithm and reduces the negative effects from noisy candidates. In the end, a trimming procedure is employed in order to further improve the cluster quality and introduce overlapping between document clusters to accommodate practical demands (Stage 5). This prevents significant reduction of cluster separability without breaking the main cluster structure derived from the previous clustering stage.
The effectiveness, accuracy and robustness of the proposed method was demonstrated via quantitative and qualitative evaluations and comparisons with two state-of-the-art competitors using document databases from different application fields. It was shown to produce not only higher quality document clusters evaluated by various cluster performance measures, such as f-measure, cluster purity, entropy and contamination, but also more reasonable sub-topics judging from the descriptive labels. Also, compared to the competing methods, the improved performance of CEDL is not traded by sacrificing its computational cost.
However, there are still limitations in the proposed system. Given the rapid growth of electronic literature and media information and the demands of online text mining services for faster analysis of large amounts of text data, future work will focus on several improvements of CEDL. First, the system can be enhanced with more scalable data processing capabilities to accommodate large-scale corpora. Second, document content summarisation can be improved by allowing multi-phrase descriptions and by taking into account distributional semantics between words to better capture the semantic topics of the document sets.
Third, dynamic and incremental learning ability could be incorporated to process growing text information more effectively. Also, the system could benefit from active self-improving capabilities through feedback information from the users, e.g., user-specified document clusters and user-preferred descriptive label phrases.
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NA A set of n targeted documents to be clustered.
NA A set of m phrases to be used as candidate labels.
S dd R n×n
Similarity matrix between the n targeted documents.
Spp
R m×m
Similarity matrix between the m candidate phrases.
S dp R n×m Similarity matrix between the n targeted documents and m candidate phrases.
X dw R n×d Word-based feature matrix of the n targeted documents.
Xpw
R m×d
Word-based feature matrix of the m candidate phrases.
X dp R n×m Phrase-based feature matrix of the n targeted documents.
F pd {0, 1} m×n Binary matrix indicating whether a candidate phrase and its distorted or synonymous versions appear in a targeted document.
S R (n+m)×(n+m)
A composite similarity matrix between the combined set of n targeted documents and m candidate phrases.
S0 R (n+m)×(n+m)
A composite similarity matrix between the combined set of targeted documents and candidate phrases, computed by simple combination in Eq. (5).
w1, w2, w3 R + Positive combining parameters for computing S0 in Eq. (5).
Binary neighbourhood indication matrix by applying h1-nearest neighbour search to S0 in Eq. (5).
N(S, h2) {0, 1} (n+m)×(n+m)
Binary neighbourhood indication matrix by applying h2-nearest neighbour search to S in Eq. (8).
Co-embedding matrix of both the n targeted documents and m candidate phrases.
Z d R n×l
Co-embedding matrix of the n targeted documents.
Zp
R m×l
Co-embedding matrix of the m candidate phrases. Yp {−1, +1} m×k Binary cluster membership matrix indicating whether a candidate phrase is relevant to the topic of a document cluster.
The weight vector of the discriminant function for the ith cluster.
The bias of the discriminant function for the ith cluster.
The ith column of the cluster membership matrix Y for documents.
Binary matrix computed from y i .
NA
The set of n i documents belonging to the ith cluster.
The set of m i topic phrases of the ith cluster.
Co-embedding matrix of the n i documents of the ith cluster.
Co-embedding matrix of the m i topic phrases of the ith cluster.
Yp R m i ×k Unsigned cluster membership matrix for the m i topic phrases. a R + CEDL parameter for modifying the effect of the weight score
The number of top phrases selected based on the ranking score in Eq. (16).
Co-embedding vector of the cluster label of the ith cluster. (200) leukemia (110) sugar (143) earn (100) acq (100) primary education (167) truth cardiovascular (200) HIV (95) earn (100) money-fx (100) crude (50) partition) lung cancer (200) cardiovascular (80) sugar (100) trade (100) prostate cancer (200) prostate cancer (65) ship (100) money-fx (80) lung cancer (50) trade (100) interest (200) breast cancer (35) ship (150) asthma (20) sugar (100) money-supply (100) coffee ( Topic Phases ( = 51):
Top Phases ( = 10):
Final Candidates: Figure 2 . Example of the gradual multi-stage process of determining the descriptive cluster label, generated using the CT2 document set for the leukemia cluster. 
